SOME PROPERTIES OF PSEUDO-COMPLEMENTS
OF RECURSIVELY ENUMERABLE SETS
BY

ROBERT A. DI PAOLA(i)

Introductory remarks. Those first order systems which exhibit some real
mathematical pretensions fall into what is called in [1] the class of arithmetical
logics; it is there demonstrated that that any oj-consistent and adequate arithmetical logic is incomplete and brought out that the undecidable sentence can
always be taken to be a closed well-formed formula which truly expresses that
n0$S where n0 is an integer and S a nonrecursive recursively enumerable set.
Thus, we are led to consider those sets of integers whose members are probably
(in a system T) in the complement of a given recursively enumerable set S, or,
as we shall call them, the pseudo-complements of S, a notion introduced by
Davis in [3]. It is to be observed that being a pseudo-complement of S is not
a purely extensional property; that is to say, the pseudo-complement of an re
(recursively enumerable) set S is not simply a function of S as a set, but also of
the particular representation of S in the system T. Different representations of
the one set S may give rise to markedly different pseudo-complements even with
respect to the same theory T.
In this paper we shall explore some of the properties of pseudo-complements
of re sets in re consistent extensions of Peano arithmetic. Also, since our definition of a pseudo-complement function provides a natural setting for Davis'
theorems, we state his results to achieve comprehensiveness.
We prove a separation theorem, Theorem 6, to the effect that if A and B are
disjoint re sets, they can be so represented that B is the pseudo-complement
of A. From this it easily follows that all re sets are pseudo-complements. The
fact that the pseudo-complement of the pseudo-complement is always empty
[3] distinguishes sharply the enumeration of the re sets given by a pseudocomplement function from the standard enumerations.
Given two numbers,
one occurring in a standard enumeration and the other produced by a pseudocomplement function, the problem arises of deciding if these numbers represent
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the same re set. This can be expressed as the decision problem of a set, and the
1-degree of unsolvability of this set is computed.
Given a representation of an re set S, the set of numbers belonging neither
to 5 nor to its pseudo-complement constitutes the undecidable region : if n is a
number in that region, then an appropriate sentence of the form n$S is true
but undecidable. To enlarge the pseudo-complement of a set 5 is to diminish
the region of undecidability. We investigate this question with respect to creative
sets and pairs of effective inseparable re sets bearing in mind that the nuclei of
any consistent Rosser system are effectively inseparable [16, p. 99]. A basic
theorem, Theorem 10, yields new information about El (effectively inseparable)
re sets.
Notation and preliminaries. The sources of our notation for logical symbolism
and the symbolism of recursive functions are Martin Davis' Computability and
unsolvability [1], and S. C. Kleene's Introduction to metamathematics
[10].
We use (x); interchangeably with ¿Glx, according to the definition of the latter
given in Davis' book.
We rely heavily on [7] for notation, terminology, and development of the consistent re (recursively enumerable) extensions of Peano arithmetic 0, as well as
for the arithmetization of the general metamathematics of such theories via a
primitive recursive extension Ji of arithmetic [7, p. 52]. Accordingly we assume
a PR-extension Ji at least as strong as the Ji of [8, p. 272], in which the basic
results of recursive function theory can be established. Since we rarely have
need of PR-extensions Ji', Ji' # Ji, we shall indicate the result of the Gödel
elimination transformation, [7, p. 53], [8, pp. 266-267], by simply marking an
accent on the formula to be transformed. For example, if F is a formula of Ji,
then F' is the formula of 0 which is the image of F under the elimination transformation.
Also, we assume an a priori Gödel numbering of our formalism, of the sort
exemplified on [7]. In this formulation, the formal objects (basic symbols, terms,
formulas, proofs, etc.) of a theory are numbers ab initio.
Many of the notations of [7] are taken over directly, with trivial changes. In
particular, we write "[^4,K]" for the theory sé employing a finite set K of nonlogical constants, K always including a symbol for equality and having the set A
and all instances of the induction axiom as nonlogical axioms. From now on
in expressions of the form "Given a pair isa,a)," which often occur in the hypotheses of theorems, it is understood that sé is an re simply consistent extension
of 0* and a is an RE-formula which numerates the axioms A of sé in 0>, [7, pp.

51, 53].
We write "Thm," and "Pf," for the
Pra and Prfa
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of [7], with trivial changes. We set Thma = x x Ö if a is not a formula of Ji,
a primitive recursive condition.
We stipulate that in a given formula of a theory sé distinct English letters
denote distinct formal variables, identifying occurrences of the first six formal
variables v,, v2, v3, vA, v5, v6 with x, y, z, u, v, w respectively unless it is
explicitly stated otherwise. Finally, it is assumed throughout that Peano arithmetic is weakly co-consistent [7, p. 53].

Formal versions of the enumeration and iteration theorems. In [5] we saw at
length that the enumeration theorem for primitive recursive predicates is formalizable in Ji. Our rendition reads : For each n 2; 0

K*Vx Vp[PrD(p,x) A Lh(x) « « + 2
= (3zVi[3yVal^(x,iiP,Ö)S3yFn(z,(0.I,(0.ä,-,(0.s,v)])].
Here, the formulas PrD(p,x)

and \alplix,t*2'y,Ö)

represent in Ji

the assertions

"p is a primitive recursive description of x" and "the value of x for the arguments
(0i>"">(0» is 0," respectively; f„iz,s,,---,x„,y)
binumerates the Kleene T-predicate in Ji. The theorem expresses in Ji the well-known statement : If / is a
primitive recursive function of n 4- 1 variables, there is a number z0 such that

for all tu—,ta
V Vfih,-,tn,y)
y

= 0] ~ V Tnizo,t,,--,tn,y).
y

For our purposes the following version of the iteration theorem [10, p. 347],

[1, p. 147], suffices:
^M^yfm

+ „iz,v„---,vm+„,y)=

3ytniS"iz,v„~-,vm),

vm+,,-,vm

+ n,y)

where S" is the representative in m of Kleene's well-known S™ function, and
z, y are distinct variables distinct from each of v,,---,vm+n.
By use of these two theorems we can find numbers e and a such that for each
m and n

r03y#~(m,x,y)y

Y^3y ^ím,x,y)

3y^"(á,x,y)

My^íñ,x,y)

= 3y^íS2íe,m,n),x,y),

s

3y^íS¡ía,m,n),x,y),

where ^n(z,x1,---,x„,y)
= (7'„(z,x1,---,x„,y))'
and z,x„--,xn,y
are distinct
variables. We write m V « for S2,ie, m, n) and m ¡\ n for S/(ö, m, n) and note that

{m\J n}= {m} U {«} and {m A n} = {m} n{«}.
The definition of a pseudo-complement function of a theory sé = [,4, K"]. Given
a pair ísé,a) the formula

ThnaSbnay^x.y) | L, Lj),
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where i,x are the arithmetized representatives of v3,v, respectively in Ji, affirms
in Ji that x is in sé provably in the complement of the zth re set. Set

Cíu,z,x,y)=TÍS\íu,z),x,y)'.

Now

r>Thma(S'b(n 3y3Tiz,x, y)\L, xmj))' s 3yC(ê,z,x,y)
for some numeral ë. Let

fía) = K(minXPfp(fhma(S'b(n33^(^yl|4Lj)'■ 3yC(JK(5,z,
*>J». W))))
if a is a 1-ary RE-formula; = 0 otherwise, where X, Lare recursive pairing functions, [1, pp. 44-46]. Since the set of 1-ary RE-formulas is recursive,/ is general
recursive. If n and t are any integers,

r^Sbn3y^(z,x,y)| LñL,) ~~|3y*W,jO»
which by the above implies

hÁ(Sb
giving

ñ3yñ^^J)\L*n,nt)
_

■ Thma{-llyf-(ñ,I,y))
_

r,TbmJT[3y^iñ,l,y))

= 3yT(,Sj(/(a),n),í,y).

Using weak co-consistency of 0, we infer \/yPíAí~] 3y0~íñ,t,y),y)<-+ \j\TiS[ifi<x),
n,t,yj). These preliminaries put us in a position to give the following.
Definition.
Given a pairísé ,a), the function Na(x) = 5}(/(a),x) is a pseudocomplement function of the theory sé with respect to a.
Since {Nj[n)} = {x| \r^~|3y^"(«,x,y)}
it is immediate that if a and a' are RE
formulas which enumerate sé in 0, then

A [{N»}

= {NAn)}].

n

Using this definition and the formalized enumeration and iteration theorems
the following theorems of Davis [3] on pseudo-complements
are easily and
rigorously established for any theory sé = [A,K].

Theorem 1. Given a recursive set R, there is an integer
R = {m}, R = {Na(n)}.

n such that

Theorem 2. {Nj(n V m)} = {NJn) A Nj(m)}.
Theorem 3. {Nj(n) V NJ(m)} c {Nxin A m)}.
Remark. Theorems 2 and 3 are for pseudo-complements
the traditional DeMorgan rules.

Theorem 4.

the analogues

of

{NaiNj(m))} = 0.

This theorem is a consequence of the second Gödel incompleteness theorem.
Indeed, our definition of a pseudo-complement function of a theory s/ is designed
to rigorously achieve this theorem; thus, it is readily shown that for all integers
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n and x r^~\ 3y0~ÍNaíri), x, y) =>Con^. Consequently, if there were numbers n
and x suchthat \-^~\3y0~ÍNaín),x,y), we would have h^Con,,; but, by 5.6 of
[7] not- (-„Con^ for any pair isé, a).

Theorem 5.

{N¿n)} c {Na(n A N¿m))} c {n}.

The extent of pseudo-complements. In this section we shall demonstrate that,
in a suitable sense, all re sets are pseudo-complements. Putnam and Smullyan
have proved the theorem: In every consistent axiomatizable extension of the
theory R of [17] each pair ÍA,B) of disjoint re sets is exactly separable [13],
[16, p. 139]. Thus, the theorem holds for re consistent extensions oí 0. Their
proof makes use of the theorem of Muchnik and, independently, Smullyan that
every effectively inseparable pair of re sets is doubly universal [16, pp. 112,116].
The following lemma makes precise a sense in which Smullyan's proof of this
latter theorem is constructive.
Lemma 1. Let i{i,},{i2}) be a pair of re El ieffectively inseparable) sets.
There is a binary recursive function ß such that if {m} C\{n} =0,
ßim,n)
is a number o/l-l recursive reduction of ({m},{n}) to ({*i},{'2})-

Proof. An inspection of the chain of results leading to Smullyan's proof
reveals that what is involved in the construction of the reducing function are
various operations of union, intersection, composition, and definition by induction. We can therefore successively compute indices by applications of the
iteration theorem.
By use of the above lemma, a careful analysis of the proof of Putnam
and Smullyan, and much judicious bookkeeping, involving more or less
complicated uses of the iteration theorem, one arrives at a general recursive
function FJjñ,ñ,x,y,z,u)
of a, m, n such that a given pair isé, a), if
{m} O {n} = 0, 3y3z3uFaím,ñ,x,y,z,u)
is a formula which exactly separates
i{m},{n}) in sé. While it is obvious that the proof of [13] is constructive, the
gain here is this: by employing the techniques developed in [7], the method is
rendered uniform, that is, the same effective method applies to all re consistent
extensions of arithmetic. Moreover, the method is such that for any
a,m,n,FJJñ,ñ,x,y,z,u)
is a formal analogue of the predicates Smullyan calls
constructive arithmetic [16, p. 31]. Thus, 3y3z3uFjjm,n,x,y,z,u)
is always
provably equivalent in arithmetic to an RE-formula. Consequently, for any
a,m,nY3¡3y3z3uFJ<m,ñ,x,y,z,u)
= 3y^~(ë,x,y) for some numeral ë. We define nia,m,n) = K(mint(PfP(3y3z3MFa(w,«,x,y,z,w)
= 3y^"(iC(í),x,y),L(í))))-i

This proves the following:
Theorem 6. There is a general recursive function 7r(a, m,n) such that
given a pair isé,a) if {m} <^{n} — 0, then {m} = {x| h^3y^"(7i(a,m,n),x,
y)}
and {n} = {Nxinia,m,n))};
{m} — {nia, m, n)} if sé is weakly co-consistent.
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we have

Corollary.
All re sets are pseudo-complements,
if S = {m}, then S = {Na(7r(a, r,m))}.

that is, given a pair isé,a),

Under the usual conditions on sé = [4,K] and a, the function Nx is an enumerating function of all the re sets. The property expressed in Theorem 4 makes
the enumeration given by {JVa(z)}strikingly different from the standard enumerations of the re sets, or from any derived from the standard types by the usual
uses of the iteration theorem.
As the enumerations given by, for example, the predicates \JyTiz,x,y)
and
VyT(JVa(z),x,y) proceed, we should like to know which pairs, with one member
drawn from each enumeration, name the same set. More precisely, we have
the following decision problem: given numbers m,n to decide if {m} = {NJjij}.
Let Psx = {x | {Kix)} = {Afa(L(x))}}, where K,L are recursive pairing functions.
We now compute the 1-degree of unsolvability of Psx. For this purpose we assume
familiarity with the elementary properties of and relations between the scale
of degrees of unsolvability and the Kleene arithmetical hierarchy, as is presented,
for example, in [14]. We borrow notation and a convention or two from the
same source. (Nevertheless, although Rogers treats re sets as the ranges of partial
recursive functions, we shall continue to work with them as the domains of such
functions.) In particular, the notations "A ^, ß" and "A = ß" signify that the
set A is 1-1 reducible to the set B and A is recursively isomorphic to B, respectively. As usual, we write "A =,B" for "A ^,B A ^i^-"
Using ' to designate
the jump-operator
we set S(O)=0 , S(n+1) = (5(n))', and also use S(n) as in
[14] to denote the 1-degree of the set S(n).

Definition. Comp = {x | A.-[V,r(K(x),z,y)<r+

~ V^(L(x),z,y)]}.

Lemma 2. Comp. = 5(2).
Proof. This was shown in Davis' thesis [2] as far as Turing reducibility is
concerned. It is very easy to extend Davis' proof so that A=,B.
By Myhill's

theorem [12], A = B.
Theorem 7. Ps« = S^.

Proof, x6Psa<-A*[ \/yTÍKÍx),z,y)^\JyTÍNaÍLÍx)),z,yj]^MíyyiTÍKÍx),
z,yù A \/y2TiNxÍLÍx)),z,y2)) V (Aw ~ T(K(x),z,y3))) A Ayi ~ T(Na(L(x)),
z,y4))]->AzA,3AwV,IV,2[(n^W.z,y1)AT(Na(L(x)),z,y2))V(~r(X(x),z,y3)
A ~T(A/lz(L(x)),z,y4))Í

<-> f\z \JyRix,z,y)

for

some

recursive

R.

Hence,

Now, \JyTíu,z,y)<r+
\JyT2íe,u,z,y)<r*
\JyTÍ<píu),z,y) for some primitive recursive <t>.Let n0 be an integer such that {n0} = 1, the (nonnegative) integers.

We define /j(0,x) = c6(x), hik + l,x) = c/>(fr(/c,x)).Since xeComp

if and only if
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{Kix) A L(x)} = 0 and {K(x) VL(x)} = / we have xe Comp <->./(/î(x,n0),
7t(a, Kix) A L(x), X(x) V L(x))) e Fsa. Also the function <p is strictly monotonie
increasing so x <x' -* hix', n0) < hix, n0).
Thus, x # x' -» J(ft(x', n0),

7T(a,X(x') A L(x'), K(x') VL(x'))) # J(Ä(*>»o). ^(<x,K(x) A L(x), Kix) VL(x»)
where J is the function J of [1, p. 43]. Thus, Comp ^,Psa, and Psa!= ,S(2\
giving Psa s S<2>. Q.E.D.
Pseudo-complements, creative sets, and effectively inseparable sets. It has already
been mentioned in the Introduction that to enlarge the pseudo-complement of
an re set C is to diminish the region of undecidability of that set. If C is creative,
the procedure of enlarging its pseudo-complement can be continued throughout
the constructive transfinite, as we shall show ; in fact, we shall demonstrate that if
(F, F) is a pair of re El (effectively inseparable) sets we can effectively generate
two series of re sets, each series strictly ascending from E and F, respectively
and extending throughout the constructive transfinite, and have the pair ÍA, B)
occupying the xth place so represented that B is the pseudo-complement of A.
Suppose, then, that (£,F) is a pair of re El sets, and m,n are numbers such
that {m} = E, {n} = F. Let fc(x,y) be a separating function for (F,F). By means
of an adaptation of an argument of John Myhill, we can assume k is 1-1 [16,

p. 114].
In the immediate sequel, P and Q are the functions defined in [1, p. 188],
which we follow in writing \z],ix,,---,xj)
= UiminyTniz,x,,---,x„,y)).
Towards
an application of the recursion theorem [10, p. 348], [1, p. 175], we
require, V/T([z]i(P(x)),i,y)
V* = K[z],iPix)),
n) ~
\jyT3 (eu z, x, t,y)
<-* \¡yTÍS2,íe„ z, x), t, y) for some number e, if x = 2Wl A ix), # 0.

\/ „\/ yTi[_z],ÍQÍx,p)),t,y) ^ \J yT3íe2,z,x,t,y)~\/

yTÍS2,íe2,z,x),t,y) for some

number e2 if x = 3-5(*)3. We set up the scheme
rm

if x = 1,

S2,ie„z,x)

if x = 2Wl A(x)!#0,

S2(e2,z,x)

ifx = 3-5w\

<Kz,x) =
I-17

otherwise.

Kleene's recursion theorem guarantees and provides a solution z0 of the equation i/í(z,x) = [z]x(x). We define gix) = \_z0],ix), and see that g is primitive
recursive.

Lemma 3.
xetf

-» Ecz{gix)},

x <0y

-

x = l -> E = {gix)},

{gix)} cz {giy)},

{gix)} * {giyj}.
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Proof. By a routine inductive argument over (9, using the fact that k is a
separating function for ÍE,F).
Let <j>be a primitive recursive function such that A«[{M} = {4>in)} A n < (pin)].
Consider the equivalences, \/yTÍ\_z],ÍPÍx)),t,y)
V« = /c(c/>(g(P(x))), [z]i(P(x)))<->
VyT3ie3,z,x,t,y)
«-»• \/yT3ie3,z,x,t,y)
Au « U *-* \/yTAies,utz,x,t,y)
<->
\JyTÍS\íes, u, z, x), i, y) for some numbers e3,es if x = 2(x)l¡\ix), # 0.

VJ>V,r([z]i(o(^^))>t:3;) *-» Wr3(e4,z,x,i,.y) «-+ WTjO^z,*.*,.)') A u
= u<-^\/yT4.ie6,u,z,x,t,y)

<-►VJ.T,(5'i(e6>M>z>;i(:)'i>J;)
f°r some numbers e4,e6 if

x = 3-5(*)3. We define iKz,x) by cases

"n
i/^(z,x)

=

if x = 1,

S3,ie5,n,z,x)

if x = 2w,A(x),#0,

S?(e6,w,z,x)

ifx = 3-5W3,

•<

. 19

otherwise.

The recursion theorem provides us with a number z, such that t/^Zj, x) = \_z,] x(x) ;
we set hix) = \_z,],ix), and note that h is primitive recursive. Also,

Ax[x e (9 A x # 1 -» n < hix)].

Lemma 4. A»A,[* <oV^F c {fc(x)}e {ÄO0}].
Proof.

By induction over if.

Lemma 5. A*[*e0-> {#(*)}n{fe(x)}= 0}].
Proof. By induction over (9. If x = 1, then {gix)} = {m} and {hix)} = {n}
and {m} n {«} = 0. Suppose x = 2(x)l, (x)x 7e 0, and assume the lemma holds
for all y such that y<0x.
Hence, te {g{xj} r\ {hixj} -* fc(^(P(x)),n) =

kícpígiPix))), híPíx))) ykícpígiPíx))), HPix)))e{giy)} for y <0x V/cfe(F(x)),n)
e{híy)} for y <0x using Lemma 4.
We cannot have fc(g(P(x)), n) = fc(c6(^(P(x))),/i(P(x))) because g(P(x)) < 0(g(P(x)))
and fe is 1-1. Suppose for some y<0x, /c(c6fe(P(x))), /i(P(x))) e {g(y)}. Since
>»< o x-» y ^ o P(x), fc(c¿(^(P(x))),híPíxjj) e {giPixjj}. Hence, /c(</»(g(P(x))),fc(P(x)))
e{0(g(P(x)))}. Using the induction hypothesis,/c(c/>(s(P(x))), /z(P(x)))¿{c/>(s(P(x)))},
since {cpígíPíx)))} = {giPix))}.
Suppose fc(c/>(g(P(x))),n)e{/î(y)} for y <0x. Let y0 be the least y in the <0

ordering such that y <0x and fc(g(P(x)),n)e{/î(y)}

[11, p. 409]. Then y0 # 1

since {/i(l)} = n and {m} c {g(P(x))}. By the minimal property of y0 in the <0
ordering, it is obvious that we may assume y0 is of the form 2(w)l. Then

kígíPíx)),n)t{híPíyo))}

and therefore fcQr(P(x)),n) = /c(c6(g(P(y0))),ft(P(y0))),

using Lemma 4. Consequently,
« = /i(P(y0)) and g(P(x)) = c6(g(P(y0))).
This implies P(y0) = 1 and that g(P(x)) = (pirn). But since {(/>(m)}= {m}, we
must have P(x) = 1 by Lemma 3. This entails m = g(l) = c/»(m), which is false.

Suppose x=3-5W3.

Then

te{g(x)} n{A(x)} -» V,V.('e{*(ß(x,p))}

n
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{KQix,q))}). It follows that VP0 6 {g(ß(x,p))} O {/t(ß(x,p))}, which contradicts
the induction hypothesis. The lemma is proved. Q.E.D.
We define px(x) = nía, gix), hix)) and have established
Theorem 8. Given a pair isé, a) with sé weakly co-consistent, if (F, F) is a
pair of re El sets, there is a recursive function px such that
1.

xe&^Ecz

2.

x = 1 -» £ = {pa(x)}, F = {Nxípaíx))}.

{pxix)},

F c {Nxipxix))}.

3. x < o y - (Pct(x)} ci {pxiy)} A {NJj>M
(jThe inclusion is in the strict sense.)

c {^(^(y))}.

The above proof is easily modified (and, in fact, simplified) to yield the fol-

lowing.
Theorem 9. Given a pair isé,a) with sé weakly co-consistent, a creative set
C, an re set ScC,
and numbers m,n such that {m} = C, {n} = S, then there
is a recursive function px such that
1.

X6^

2.

x < 0y -

{pxix)) = C, {Nxipxix))} <z C.
{Nxipxíx))}

cz {Nxípxíy))},

{Nxípxíx))}

* {Nxípxíyjj}.

3. {NxÍpxÍI)j}= S.
Theorem 3 tells us that if ÍA, B) is a pair of re sets, the union of their pseudocomplements is always a subset of the pseudo-complement
of their intersection i{Nxim) VNxin)} c {Nxim A ")})• The question arises: under what conditions do equality or strict inequality hold? It is easily shown, using Theorem 6,
that if ÍA,B) is any pair of recursive sets, there are numbers m,n such that
A = {m}, B = {n} and {Na(m) VNJnj} = {Nxim A n)}. It is not hard to show
that if (£,F) is a recursively inseparable re pair there are numbers m,n such that
E = {m}, F = {n} and {Nxim A «)} - {Nxim) \/NJp)} is not re.
We now prove
Theorem 10. There is a uniform effective procedure whereby if (£,F) is a
pair of re El sets, we can find numbers m,n such that given any pair isé,a)
wehaveEcz{x\
V^3y -Tim,x,yj},
F<={x| r-^y-^fAx.y)},
{Nxim f\nj}=I,and
can generate an infinite re subset of {Na(m A «)} — {Nxim) \/Nxin)}. In addition, whenever sé is weakly co-consistent, then {m} =E and {n} = F.

Proof. We can take enumerating functions/,g
of £,F respectively such that
their respective defining formulas G,H in 0 are RE-formulas. In fact, G and H
can be taken to be formal analogues predicates which are constructive arithmetic
in the sense of Smullyan [16, p. 31], as follows from a formalization of results

of Davis [1, p. 113], [4] or Smullyan [16]. Then, by the fruitful argument of
Rosser [15] the formula 3y[G(y,x) A ^z\z :g y zd~|ií(z,x)]]
separates (£,F)in
0 and a fortiori in sé and £ = {x| r-^3y[G(y,x) A Vz\z g y =>~~]Hiz,x)J]}
if sé is weakly co-consistent. By the symmetry of the Rosser construction the
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formula 3y[/i(y,x) A Vz[z ^ y s-|G(z,x)]]
separates (F,£) in 0 and sé; and
again if j/is weakly co-consistent F = {x | h^yr/Z^x)
A Vz[z :g y <=—)G(z, x)]].
Let m, n be numbers, which certainly can be found, such that

r>3>>[G(y,x) A Vz[z ^ y ^Hií(z,x)]]

s 3y^(«i,x,y),

r>3y[/i(y,x)

s 3yíT(ñ,x,y).

A Vz\z ^ y ^~\Giz,x)]]

It is easy to verify that

r>3y[G(v,x) A Vz[z ^ y z>n/í(z,x)]]
Hence,

=>n3y[H(y,x) A Vz[z rg y dIGÍz.x)]].

r> 3 y3~im, x, y) =>~] 3 y 0~íñ, x, y).

Of

course,

this

implies

Y¿3y0'ím,x,y)^-\3yS'íñ,x,y),
giving V^x[3y0'ím,x,y)y-^3y0'íñ,x,yj].
We conclude that {Nxim A n)} = 1.
A theorem due to Smullyan [16, p. 126] guarantees the existence of a recursive
permutation i with Gödel number
K,,K2 are the re El Kleene sets:

i such that ¡ÍK,) = £,

j'(K2) = F, where

*i = \x\ \JÍTÍKÍx),x,y)A

A ~ F(L(x),x,z))j,

K2 = \x\yiTÍLÍx),x,y)A

A ~ T(K(x), x, z)) j.

Let./' be a Gödel number of i ~x.

xerli{»})~

V V V [T(j,i,y1)AT(w,f,y2)AC/(y1)
' yi yi

= x]

<-*V T(0O"»vv),x,y)
y
where c/>is primitive recursive. Now, we define sets S,,S2 by
xeS,

~ xer\{Nxin)})

x e S2 <-►x e i~ ^{^(m)})

Then, ^c^,

<-» xe {</>(/^(n))},
nxe

{<&(./,iVa(m))}.

K2cS2, S, n iC2= 0,S'2nA:1 = 0. Let z, = nía,k2,(f>ÍJ,Nxín))),

z2 = nía,k,,<píj,Nxímj))
where {k,} = K, and {/c2} = K:2. Then K2 = {x|r>
3y3-iz„x,yj},
K, = {x| ^3y^(z"2,x,y)},
{Na(z1)} = ^1, R(z2)} = 52. In
addition, if sé is weakly co-consistent, {z,} = K2, {z2) = iCj. Consider the function

/(a,z,x) = miny[PfP[ThmiSb(n3y^(z^7)|Lz-L-))',y]]
if a is a 1-ary RE-formula
= 0

otherwise.

/is partial recursive, and so for some number e and primitive recursive function
0, fia,z,x) = UiminyT3ie,a,z,x,y))
= 17(min),T(0(a,z),x,y)).
When a is as we
have assumed throughout, notice that by weak co-consistency of 0,
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V T(ö(a,Zl),x,y)
y
V T(0(a,z2),x,y)
y

~
~

[February

V TÍNxíz,),x,y),
y
V T(A7,(z2),x, y).
y

Consider the number J(0(a, z2), 0 (a, z,)) which we call t. Suppose te
{0(ce,z,)}r\{0ia,z2)}.< We definey1=min„T(ö(a,z1),i,y),y2
= min),T(ö(a,z2),/,y).

Now, fia,z„t)

= Uiy,),fi<x,z2,t)=

l¡íy2). Thus,

Pi-pííThmzíSbniynz^y^U)))''11^
and

PÍPlíThmxiSbín3y^íz,x,y)\LJm¡)))', ¡7(y2)].
Since
{x| Y^y^iz,,*^)}

# {x Y^ySTiz^x^j},

z,J=z2,

and

z, ¥=z2-+SbCPyriz,x,y) |Lfl Lt) # Sbn3y~^xT7)|Lz-2L;) -►
l/(yi)

#

l/(y2)

-» yt

^ y2.

Assume, without loss of generality, that yi<y2.

Vzg, ~T(0(a,z2),i,z)]. That is, V^WOí.J»)

Then

y y\TÍQía,z,),t,y)

A

A /\z%y~T(K(0,i,z)]~ieK2.

But {ö(a,Z!)}n^2 = 0- Hence t${Qia,z,)\c\{Gia,z2j}.
Similarly, if y2<y,.
Thus, t i {diet, z,)} n {Oía, z2j}. Suppose ie{0(a, z,j} - {0(a, z2)}. Then

V y[T(0(a,it), i, y) A Azg,~ (TW«, z2),», z)] ** V,[T(L(0, »,J»)AAzgy ~
T(K(i), i, y)] <-» teK2. But íe{0(a, zt)}-► í £ K2. Contradiction.
Hence
/^{^(ajZ!)} — {0(a,z2)}. By symmetry (simply interchange 1 and 2 and K and
L), íí{0(a,z2)}-{0(a,z1)}.
Thus, t${6ia,z,)}
u{0(a,z2)}.
Consequently,
i(t) $ {Nxim) y Nxin)}. Since this procedure is capable of indefinite iteration, that
is, we add t to one oí S,,S2 and go through the business again, and arrive at

i(í') i {NJjrí) yNxín)}, the theorem follows. Q.E.D.
Remark. It is the use of z, = nia,k2,<f>H,NJin))) and z2 = nia,k,,(pij,Nxim)))
that makes the argument of Theorem 10 valid for systems sé which are not weakly
co-consistent. If we had taken {n,} = S,, {n2} = S2 and

g(a,z,x) = min,[Pf,[Thma(Sb(3yr(z,x,y)|*m.

£,s))\y]],

then for some number e and primitive recursive function n
gi<x,z,x) = UiminyT3ie,a,z,x,y))

= UiminyTinia,z),x,y)).

But, we cannot assert that S, = {rjia,n,)}, S2 = {f/(a,n2)} if sé is not weakly
co-consistent, that {nía, n,)} c\K2 = 0 and {nía, n2)} C\K,=0.
Thus, we cannot
carry through the argument of Theorem 10.
A simple alteration in the argument of Theorem 10 yields a general assertion
concerning re El sets. By taking in place of the sets {NJjij}, {NJjnj}, any re
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sets {m}, {n} such that £ c: {m}, F c {n}, E n {n} = 0, F r\ {m} = 0, successively computing Gödel numbers of recursive operations defined in the course
of the proof of Theorem 10, and a couple of further uses of the iteration theorem,
we easily arrive at the following theorem which extends Theorem 12(b) of [16].
Theorem 11. There is a primitive recursive function y(x,y) such that given
a pair (£,F) of re El sets and a pair isé,a) and an i such that iiK,) =£,
i"(/C2)= F, v(a,i) is a number of a recursive function <5„(x,y,t>,w) such that if
{n,}=E,
{n2} = F, then whenever {m}c\F = 0, {n}n£ = 0, we have
ôain„n2,m,n)

$ {m} U £ U {n} UF.

Remark. This last theorem provides a uniform effective method whereby
given a consistent re extension sé oí 0 and a pair ÍE,F) of re El sets one can
construct a recursive function k such that if {m} r\F —0, {n} n £ = 0, then
fc(m,n)^£UF
U{m} u{n}. We do not require that {m} and {n} be disjoint.
It easily follows that the difference {NJrn A n)} - {Nxím) y Nxin)} of Theorem 10 is not recursively enumerable.
Since the first part of the proof of Theorem 10 applies to any pair of disjoint
re sets we extract the following.
Theorem 12. Given a pair ÍA,B) of disjoint re sets, there are numbers m and n such that given any pair isé, a), A c {x| Y^3y^im,
x,y)},
ß c {x| h^3y^(«,x,y)}
and {Na(m A «)} =1; if sé is any weakly co-consistent
extension of 0, we also have A = {m}, B = {n}.
Finally, we relate the well-known diagonal set K = {x | x e {x}} to its analogue
for pseudo-complements,
the set Lx = {x\xe{Nxix)}}.

Theorem 13. Given a pair isé,a)
ÍK,Lj)

is El with the separating

with sé weakly co-consistent, the pair

function

öxim,n) = 7r(a,«,;n).

Proof. Consider m,n such that K e {m}, Lxcz {n}, {m} n {n} =0.
Then
z0 = nia,m,n)e{n}*->z0e
{z0}.*-*z0eK. But, Km {n} = 0, so nia,n,m) £ {n},
since K is creative. z0e{m}*-*z0e{Naiz0)}<^>z0eLx.
But Lxr\{m} = 0,
so
nia, n, m) £ {m}. Consequently, nia n, m) $ {m} U {«}.
Corollary.

Given any pair isé,a),

the set La is creative.
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